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All students who pre·registered

must pick up their I.D. card
validatioo label in Popejov· Hall
beforo cl05e of l•te registration this
FridaY or they will be disenrotled.
Disenrolted studtnts' dasses w.iU
b!tcome available for. general
drop/~d beginning ntxt Monday
morning.

GSA
1ing' Could
Jeopardize NMPIRG
C~airperson Says·
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By LYNDA SPARBER
students with a "bard core"
A lack of continuity in project working .force of "about a half
efforts bad added to the dozen." Coles commented thQt, as
organizational problems of the stqdents, there is a time problem
New Mexico · Pub)jc Interest and. workers ''have to gear up
Research Group (PIRG) which is again each semester.''
A pamphlet distributed by
still in a state of financial limbo.
PIRG this semester described the
New .Mexico group and lists
achievements made by other
PJRG groups across the nation.
The brochure also asks students to
voluntarily contribute two dollars
to the group "to provide a
continuing and sustained effort."
The pamphlets were paid for by
an appropriation from ASUNM.
Coles said PJRG is hoping to
convince ASUNM to match the
$10·$12 thousand dollar funding
from GSA from their budget.
Detore the group can receive
the funds from GSA. the issue
must first be approved by the
UNM Board .of Regents, and
reviewed . by the legislature and
the Board of Educational Finance.
celt should be a routine
matter,'' Coles said, but noted
t .h a t· P I R G has been a
. "epntrqvenial ..llfoup, .(rom .theb·
Althoup
Gradua~ Student ·(th~.Reientli')'POintofl~iew." · . ·
Association approved a two•dollar
In their last encounter with the
a semester fee trom students, the Regents, PIRG presented a
funding does not go into effect petition with . 9,000 student
until this fall.
·
signatures and asked that · a
In regard to the funding delay, refundable fee earmarked for
Ed Coles, PIR~ ehairperson, said PJRG· be added to the student
the "stalling eould jeopardize the activities fees.
'organization."
Although the Regent& .tumed
With the funds from GSA. the down the request. theY urged the
group wantl to hire a profeMional group to retum after they. had
.. to coordinate and apply a gone through the student
continuity" to the . working government proceM. 11le group•e~
funetion of the organization.
second appearance before the
PJRG is now staffed only by
(Continued on page 7)
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Intervention
In Vietnam
Still Possible
Ford Promises
Rationing Veto
WASHINGTON (UPI)-In a
press conference yesterday,
President Ford :refused to ~Ule out ,
further ·u.s. armed intervention in
Vietnam. He also announced that
the United States might use force
f!hould the industrial nations be
••strangled" for oil,
Ford. also said he will veto a •
mandatory gasoline rationing
program if passed by Congress.

VIETNAM

by Diane Ro11

.

President Ford said yesterday that arn;ed U.S. intervention in
Vietnam cannot btl ruled out.

Pres. He.ady Faces Hard
Decision In Djuric Case
' An Analysis
S.Omet11ia~

. ~
'Q~M Presi4~n~: ~errel Jl~&ady. !Jill

By GSORGE JOHNSON

·bei'Qie.FAJ;I.'u!lf? 'J.

have to dectd.e wh·a·t to do.~,wJth Professor Jovan D.iu. ric •..The dectston
could be among the mo1t difficult in his administrative career. ·
Faced with the New 'Mexico Educational Retirement 'Board's
(NMERB) refusal to grant Djuric retirement pay and a growing
distaste for UNM Attorney William Sloan's steamroller methods of
dealing with a faculty member, Heady will have to decide whether
the cue against Djurje is legitimate or i£ the Regents and the
administration have been duped by a handful of electrical
engineering professors.
.
. .
.
·
AI early as September, Djuric predicted. that the NMERB would
overturn the Regent's decision to involuntarily retire him for mental
·incompetency. 11te NMERB is set up to watcbdog the taxpayer's
money. They are accustomed to dealing with public employes who
fain disabilities to bilk the state. In Djuric's case they were presented ·
(Continued on ptJge 3)

Bookstore Chaos Greets Students
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By TOM NEWSOME
"This iJ a shakedown operation,'' said A. 0. Jack10n, manager of
the new $1.25 million UNM bookstore. ••we're trying to work the
"'
bugs out. H we find too many, we, I change our methods."
Studen~ using the facility for the first time had varied experiences
but moat expre.-ed general approval.
Sophomore political science major Tony Parks said, ''It's efficient.
The penonnell dealt with are competent and courteous. For the first
time, I ean actually find what 't'mlooking for."
~
Everyone was not impressed however.
.
.
•
"I went. straight to the publisher and .got a 30 to 40 per cent
cheaper price;" said Randy Wilson, senior in chemical engineering. "I
saved $27 alone last semester. The)'. (the bookstore) never relt!ase the
(book) list until the first' week of classes. 1 have to work off my
buddy's books for the first three weeks because the books never arriVe
on time to do any good.,.
High prices, late arriVals, and shortages of required texts: ate
eC)D\mon eomplaints•.
· Assistant Bookstore Manager Doug Johnson said all books and ·
supplies are sold at the manuracturees or publisher's suggested retail
prices. The faculty is requested t~ submit their book lists by October
21. Many do not. No.vember ancJ December orders ereatA': a backlog for
publishers over the Christmas and New Year's holidays. Some orders
are not placed by the faculty until January. . . . .. .
·
Jackson. said such detays are often unavoidable. celt can be a case
where they_ (a college departQ1ent) hadn,'t assimted a professor, or a
professor resigned, or· where they traded professors from one course
to another.and decided rtot to use the same books ...for that course. as
the other one.,.
·
·
Some ,courses require imported b<~oks from England or Portugal.
Other books, mainl~ paperbacks, have gone out of pript because of a
paper shortage. Popular texts can. empty a publisher's ·stock when
:received eal"ly in the ordering processr . . .. . .
.
Former 'Albuquerque City Manager Herb Smith, now an instructor.
· at UNM, was an early shopper. ''They'te got a big job," he satd, "and ·

Refusing to rule out further
U.S, armed intervention in
Vietnam, Ford said such action
was unlikely and he would take it
only after following "our
Constitutional and legal
procedures'' of getting
Congressional approval.
Ford said 1t was essential for
Con gross to app.tove his
..
supplemental $300. million
military aid · bill for South
Vietnam, calling . it ua proper
. ',I
action by us to help a nation and
I
a people prevent· aggression ..••• " •
A reported -asked whether there
were ~Y circumstances in which
. the United .Stales might actively
·;
,_,tenter the 'Vietnam W~tr,
..-<~"'""'~ ~;.~ "'
"I can't foresee any at the
· ·
moment,'' Ford replied. But when
the ·questioner asked whether he
··was ruling out U.S. bombing or
naval action, Ford said:
·
''I don't think it's appropriate
tor me to forecast .any specific
actions that mly be taken. I
would simply say that any
military actions, if taken, would
be only taken following the
actions under our constitutional
and legal procedures.''
"The North Vie!tnamese have
infiltrated with substantial·
military personnel and many,
many weapons in violation of the
Paris accords," Ford said. "They
are attacking in many Jnstances
major metropolitan areas and
province capitals.
"I think it is essential, for their
morale as weU as their security,
that we proceed with. the
supplemental (funds) that I am
recommending,,. Ford said.
c•Now, I am not anticipating any
further acti'* beyond that
supplemental at this time."
;:h

OIL SUPPLY

Declaring, ''A country has the
right to protect itself against
.death,u President Fotd said ··the
United States reserves the tight to
use force if subjected to oil supply
strangulation.
Ford said if such an extreme
situation arose. he would not act
on his own but would seek
Congressional approval of a.ny
. military move. .
eel can assure you," Ford told a
news conference, "that on any
occasion where there was an~
commitment of U.S. military
personnel to any engagement, we
would \ls.e the complete
Constitutional process ·that is
required of the President."
In . response to questibns, the
President said he fully endorsed
the statement b~ Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger, in a recent

(Continued on page ,7)
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(Continued on page 2)

Profs Work On Bilingual Computer!

World
·News
By United Press InternatiQnal
'

Sadat

'

.
Want~

Peace Treaty

PARIS-Egyptian President Anwn.r Sadat said in an interview
published Tuesday in the Paris newspaper Le Monde that neither
side can impose a s(lluti()n tQ the Middle East crisis l)y force and
he is ready to sign a peace trtmty with Israel.
· At the same time, he warned any new Middle East war wpuld
involve the threat of a U,S,•Soviet confrPnhitipn,
"We shall not permit that the present deadlock drags on,"
Saclat Silid . ''If Israel refuses tP negotiate a global settlement, we
would be left no choice other than war. Nevertheless, I wish to
repeat that we prefer a peaceful solution."

Abortion Case Defended
BOSTON-Or.. ~enneth 0. Edelin's defense Tuesday att11cked
the prpsecution contention that the physician charged with
manslaughter stood idly watching a clock for three minutes while
a bal)y born in 11n abortion die·d of suffocation,
Edelin's attorney, William Homans, sought to establish that
medical records of · the operation contained. information
.
inconsistent wit.h a three·minute delay.
Edelin, 36, chief resident obstetrician and gynecologist at
Boston City Hospital, was indicted for manslaughter of a 24·28
week old "baby boy" or fetus which allegedly died during,an
abortion be performed in October 1973 at the req11est of a 11. or
18-year-old woman,
·

Aliens Displace Workers
SAN ANTONIO, Tex.-The head of the Immigration Service
said Tuesday illegal aliens will contin11e displacing American
workers and costing taxpayers millions each year-unless Congress
·
makes it illegal to hire them.
Immigration director Leonard F. Chapman Jr., said there may
be as many as 12 million aliens living illegally in the United States
and they· will keep coming as tong as job opportunities are
available.
.
Chapman. said he promised Congress if it passed the necessary
legislation he could open up one million jobs now beld by aliens,
about 190,000 of them in the border cities in California, Arizona,
··. New Mexico and Texas.
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F1re Set Deliberately

"It came as a s11rprise that this
hasn't been donfl, We wo11ld have;
thought that someone,
somewhere,,. would have done
·this," said Dale Sparks, chajrman
of the Comp11ter Science Option,
Sparks said he is working o:in a
bilingual comp11ter for high school
students to 11se this summer.
Sparks, an associate professor
of l!:lectrical Engineering, 1111d
Williams Byatt, also a profes.~or of
EE are ·designing a compiler that
will understand· a Spanish-based
p~pgramming language. Present
programming lang11ages are based
• on English.
,,
The professors are applying to
the National' Science Fo11ndatipn
for a grant to bring 10 students
with their teachers from northern
New MQxico high schools.
"The be~t result possibJe frl)ni
o11r point of villw is .if the student!
get 'turned on to computing 'ilnd
pick up on it," Sparks said.
Professor James G. Cooper
from the College of Ed11cation
will evalu11te the )earning
experience of the project.
Sparks said he has gotten varied
comments, including, "You're
wasting yo!ll time. People who
. Jive in Spanish-speaking countries
like to program in E:ngiish."
He said since computers .tend to
stimulate learning, ACT scores
might improve if comp11ters we.re
more accessable to students.
"It's been an interesting
experience for me," said Sparks.
"I've enjoyed it."
'

MONTREAirThe fireman who discovered the bodies of 13
persons locked inside 11 small room in a rundown Montreal
nightspot said Tuesday there was no doubt the fire was
deliberately set to asphyxiate them.
Lieutenant Maurice Labarre, one of the first firemen to
respond to tile one·alarm blaze at the Club Gargantua, said a
canvas had been draped over the door to direct smoke .into the
room where the victims were found.
"When we first arrived at the club, there was a lot of smoke
but there was no fire. We co!lldn't see any flames so we opened
up the ceiling and the fire was in there," Labarre said.
"After extinguishing that fire we checked everything to make
sure we had everything out. I approached the back room, but the
· jukebox was in front of the,door and there was a canvas.
"Me and my three men. moved the jukebox, broke down the
door and went into. the locker room. There was too much. smoke
you couldn't see anything in there."

intel\!,iew, that he could conceive
of a situation where the United
States 'might 11se force should the
indpstrial nations be "strangled"
for oil. .
·
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sa\e
Fur Coats
Velvet Dresses
Victorian Lace Clothes
Men's Clothes
Satin Nightgowns

3409 Central NE

256·7103

Laba Want Ads DaTh• Trick

To see t:ie idea behind Roots. take a side•view
look at the shoe. Notice the gentle leeess at the
back. Your heel is the lowi.st part ol your loot.
so In Roots ltslts In the lowest part of I)Our shoe.
You stand straighter as muscles In the back ol
your legs and the small of your back spring to file
to help hold you up and move you around.

ol

toi)OurblgtoewhichsprlngsyouolfonyourneKt
step. The tod<er makes that transfer ol weight
and your forward propulsion a little easier, which
makes each step a little less tiring.
Roots are made from top·grafn Canadian hides.
and lined with soli callsldn.

Naw consider that recess in your sole called the
arch. If you spend a goQd deal of time on hard
level ground. unsupported arches can sag and fall
out of shape. [This is why In those pre·cruiser
days a"policeman was koown as a llatloot)
To help ~revent your arches I rom falling.
Roots hav~ a cOmfonable conlout to
support thet~~. Near the front. the sole
iS curved 'like tocker. 1n nolinal
walking. weight lands first on your
heel. shifts along the outer side of
your loot, then diagonally across

a

All told. Roots bring a good, natural feeling to
man's somewhat un·natural custom of treadirg
hard floors and city sidewalks, Roots ar~ design·
ed and madetn Canada. At the heart of our
production two ~nerations or Cobblers
{a lather and four sons) cling to the
premise that a good part of quality
lootwea·r must still be made by hand.
The way we lee! about making Roots
has a lot iodowith the way you'll feel
wearing them.
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FREE GROUND SCHOOL

Each Thursday & Friday at 7:00 PM
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City feet need Roots.
Roots -ate sold tmly· at Roo IS shops..
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Phone: 293·3371
Open 1 Days a Week: Dally from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
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and· Weekly during the ·sununer session·
by th~ Bonrd o£ Student Publications 'Of
the UniversitY of New Mexico, and hi
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Second clnss_ postage_ va:id at Albuqtn~r..
que. New M.cxieo 87131. Subscription
rate is $10.00 tor the tr.ertdemic year.
The opinions c:K:pres:sed dn the -~di..
torial pages or The Daily Lobo Ore
those or the- nuthor. solely. Unsittncd_
opinion is that of" the editorial board.
of. The DailY Lobo. Nothing ,_printed in
The DiliJy Lobo ncecssilrily represents
the v{c'l.vs of the Utihl(!tsity Of New

Mexico.
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U1e un11sual situation of a man retired against his will, who

Bicycles!

thi'Q!Igho!lt the proceedings that lhertl was nothing wrong
w1th him.

.

.

.

Lofty Ideals

·

So ifthe NMERB says Djuric is not disable!!, why was he retired
i~ the first pl~ce: Th)l University insisted that Djuric was mentally
dtsabled-so d1sabltld 111 fact that he d.id not have the sense tl) realize
it and voluntarily tetire. Throughout the bearings attorney Sloan
aUuded to the huma.nitarian act they were perfo~mi~g.
liis courtroom tactics did not seem to match his lofty lnt.ent. In a
b~arj~g. befpre the ~egents Sl~an asked _Dj11ric why (of all things) his
Wife ts m Y!lgoslaVJII and not Ill the Un1ted States. Djuric proceeded
to explain in the infinitely detajled way in which his thoughts
!Infold. Sloan kept interrupting b11t Ojuric insisted on completing
the explanation.
"You see Jovan that YO!I' are acting in an extremely l)bsessive
·
·
manner," .Sloan declared.
Now anyone who has evl!r really talked to Djuric knows how Icing
and tedious his answers can be.• And people who do not know bow
to listen would dismiss a fifteen min11te explanation as incpherent.
As incoherent as the Einstein equations. Oj11ric is a great man to
intervillw because his tho11ght trains are so organized, He talks in
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By SARAH SEIDMAN
The forgotten war in Vietnam
~ goes on, but a· ~maU group on
0 campus is still working to make
'R Americ11 rememl)er.
e~·
The Citi~:e.ns for a
::;! Humanitarian Aid l'olicy (CHAP)
and the War Resiswrs League
~ (WRL) on camp11s are presenting
.,; two free tilms ·on Vietnam on
& Monday, Jan, 27 to commemorate
If the second annivel'l!ary of the
signing of the peace agreement in
• Vietnam.
At that time the U~S. agreed
not to intervene with military
fQrce there, but mpney and
e.quipment still po11r into
Vietnam, about $64 million a
year.
CHAP spokesman Ed Newbold
said a nation11l demonstration on
amnesty and tbe "post·war war"
is :ilso being planned for that !late.
The local CHAP group has five
members dedicated to two aims:
1. To end U.S. aid to
dictatorships, and 2. To end the
11sc of U.S. aid as a weaPOn
against frel;! democrat.ic
government.
"We get endorsements from
vario!IS groups ·on campus and
send our messages of support or
opposition to Congress, trying to
get action on U.S. military
polici~Js,'' Newbold said.
CHAP and the Coalition to
Stop F11nding the War fo11ght ior
the successful passage of an
amendment to a U.S. House of:
Representatives bill on Dec. 11,
19 7 4. The bj)J,, sponsored by
Congressmen Les Aspin (D), Silvio
Conte (R), and Marvin Escli .(D);
would limit U.S. aid to Cambodia
Ito $377 .miJiiW>.:it,.c!J+•with n9' ;,
more than $200" million to be .
spent on military aid.
The U.S. is now paying about
80 per cent of the Thieu
government costs in Vietnam,
sending fighter jets and "civilian"
adviSI)rs to So11theast Asia. Private
U.S. companies train Vietnamese
pilots to help fight the war; a. pilot
docUmented in a CHAP film
shown in December said, "Soon 1
will use AmeriCIIn weapons to
bomb our country, My mind will
be dead ••• "
·
A woman in the film sits in a
bombed village: "I have seen
s!lffering and death, but l haven't
seen peace." Others comment that
the Provisional Revolutionary
Gl)vernment (PRO) lead by the
Viet Cong haVe helped them,
"The government in Saigon has
only hurt us."
The documentaries to be shown
by CHAP are titled, ''Saigon: A
Question ·of Torture" and
''Vietnam: Still America's War."
ContinUC!_Us showings of ~he two
half·hour films will be from 1·4
p.m. in the SUB Rm. 250C and D,
and at. 7:30 p.m. in the
Anthropology Bldg. at Univer~ity
and Roma N,E,

t"'

o-so"/o oil
Oak Furniture
13 0 · '17·1.5 Patchwork
Quilts

{Continued from page 1)
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Fourth Annual
. Arts & Crafts Fair·
at the
M.all Shopping Center'
Sat., March 15
Booths $10 & $Is'

~·

How Roots give your feet
.
a good.feeling,
thenseoo·it up your spine. ~ ,"..

°Ford lllso said he will' veto a
lnandatory gasoline rationing
program if the Democratic
Congress passes it instead of his
program to c11rt.ail energy
consumption by driving fllel
prices higher.
Ford said gasoline rationing
would have to stay in effect for
five to 10 years, would limit
motorists to about. nine gallons of
gasoline a week and would be
.unfair to commuters and rural
Americans.
"There is no easy sol11tion and I
never promised one,'' the
President said at a nationally
televised and broadcast news
conference in which he. defended
his economic and energy programs
against Congressional hostility.

Won1en's Association·
Allied Beverage
Industries
Invites you to
participate in the
'

~

'"
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Heady Faces Decision

~Makes U.S.
~Remember
i Vietnam War

(Continued from page 1)
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Bicycles!
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Stap by and hav• a laak at
aur ••l•ctian af ID •P••d•
Featuring the

There is plenty here for the conspiracy freaks and those
who think Djuric was framed because the University was
afraid of his reformist politics. But like most conspiracies,
it exists only on the surface. Look beneath and all you see
are mistakes, confusion and misplaced good intentions.

Th~ handmade bicycle from France

outline form. If you interrupt an explanation he will politely answer
your question, Then retvrn .to his original line of thought-the one
you interr11pted-and carry it to tbe end.
His st11dents say that is the way his lectures are: detailed and
organized tq perfection. He lect!lres without notes or books.

, Conspiracy freaks
"Everyone look!ld like they expected me to tukc out little steel
balls and .roll them around in my band," Djuric joked afttlr the
Regents' decision to retire him.
''Like Captain Queeg in the Caine M11tiny."
.
Now the NMERB has blown Bill Sloan's cover and presented the
possibilitr that the little steel balls were planted by the University.
They were In .such a hurry to get Diuric out of the adobe walls that
they latched onto the incompetency trip and played it to the end.
There is plenty here for the conspiracy freaks and those who
think ~jiirlc .":'asl.'..frame~ becaUse the -yniversity was afraid of his
'l'efQrmtst pohtJCs, ·But l1ke most conspuacies it exist& Only~on the
s11rface, Look beneath and all you sec are mistakes, confusion and
misplaced good intentions,
·
Heady, the Regents-and maybe even Bill Sloan-were dupe~ by
the electrical engineers. And the electrical engineers were duped by
Djuric's anti-social behavior into thinking he posed a threat.
When Dj11ric criticized their research they reacted in the kn.,e·jerk
way people do whenever under attack. They band together and
strike back.
Set a whole department at odds against one man and the
moment!lm starts to roll-until even Heady and the Regents cannot
stop it.
Moment11m, It explains things like the EE professors who now
admit they were pressured into signing anti·Djuric petitions. It
explains the department's reluctance to give Dj11rlc official credit for.
(Co'ntinued on page 12)
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FREE Checkln!':f Account Service thai Includes free
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pay for something you can get Free?
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Ford's unfailing abidement to Kissinger's philosophy" makes us
wonder just l(llho is president. The spectre of once· again being involved
with a war that only serves our corporate interests will hamper our
relations with the rest of the world. Our policy there has been
condemned by practically everyone. The support of the corrupt and
virtually undemocratic government of Mr. Thieu in Vietnam has
received the same reception. This·was evidenced in the last session of
Congress wher!l aid was cut from over a billion dollars to around BOO
. million.
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Welcome back to the new semester, and welcome to the New
Year, January is like May; hopes of the future, our plans- and
resolutions dance around us like spring-time flowers. I hope this
semester will be a new birth for all.
l know that many students, especially graduates and seniors
are busy making plans, looking for employment, I, too, hav~
become obsessed with the idea of a job, of a vocation, of a tru.c
c:alling. If only some voice within wo1dd call us to a t1·ue vocation,
~ ~vish all of the job seekers well.
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Some of you" may 'have noticed a change in the title of this
.column, Many people asked me what the old title, Satyagralut,
meant, but I was unable to tell them. When asked for the meaning
I responded like we do when mut·king up a computer answer
sheet: I knew the answer1 but not the spirit of the word.
M. Gandhi oft()n discusses this word in his writing~;. It is an idea
that sums up tllC central focus of his teaching. As I undm;stand
Satyagralla, it is the most powerful force in the univcr.;e: the
power of love and truth to bring about peace in this world. For
Gandhi, peace wa.~ the only truth and love the only road to peace.
Combining the spirit of Christ with the love of his countrypeople,
·
Gandhi practiced the spirit of Satyagralla.

~t.rtmletters~~tm!mJ~Jiil@@"@;----~~~

Kissinger and Ford have chosen to ignore that action and have
decided to ask Congress for "supplemental funding." Renewed
bombing of North Vietnam has also been gaining in popularity with. the
administration, Besides being inhuman, bombing Vietnam proved to
only prolong the war.
Perhaps Kissinger is suffering from having his ego deflated since the
so-called peace agreement of 1972 has been exposed as no peace at all.
We feel everyone has had enough of the government's continuing policy
of stupidity in Southeast Asia. The Congress relented to the Vietnam
policies of Johnson and Nixon, but the sentiment for Ford's statement
yesterday seems happilY absent. If strong dissent is voiced, Ford and
. Kissinger will be deservedly rebuffed.
~

U.S. And Glorification of Terror
Editor:
There was a time when cultural
diversity in the USA did not mean
deliberate divisiVeness ·ond the
glorification of terror, nor did it call
tor the tyranny of quota
representation. We who thought of
ourselves as citizens of the world had a
low opinion of anyone who put

nationalitY or religion above all else,
and we would have' had the same
opinion regarding any, fist-clenching
"power" seeker who felt likewise
about his or her race, gender,
generation or lifestyle in order to

so-called revolutionary movements that
came out of the 1960's, "the world's
meltino tiot" is turnin!l to ancestor
worship in the form of a pluralistic
society. We are living in a country that
no longer even aspires to be a melting
resolve some personal "identity(' pot in the finest sense, ·and this at a
problem.
•
time when the entire world must
Now, however, as a· result of 'the . become precisely· that-a crucible that
will make a civilized human being out
of a superpatriot, ollt of a religious

The World Is Abused

But the meaning defies me, so I return to a more humbl() task.
In this cohtmn I plan to share some of the ideas I hear about
education from people on campus along with some of my own
reflectio11s. Leru·ning does ttot stop at the end of a semester or
aftet· gaining a degree; by examining current issues on,campus I
hope to begin to understand the process of education.
For example, the current discussion by the faculty on entrance
requirements is very important because the student is the center
of the university. This issue is ignored by many student.~, but it is
of vital significance to all students. We learn from each other and
any decision to discriminate or eliminate or segregate us from
each other should be carefully considered. Student government
should give careful attention to this question •

:zealot, out of an ethn-ic supremacist,

· I may be one of the few people in Albuquerque who have beeh iSSUed a citation

on their bicycle. Then again, maybe not, for as the kindly officer told me "they
were cracking down." For our safety I presume. But no matter, one needs to be
warned if they are taking their lives into their hands and setting a bad example for
the voung people of Albuquerque. And you know h·ow erratic Albuquerqueans
drive. They don't even see the rqad much less a bike.
Now, I don't know if I am saying this out of a sense of pity or as a warning
As for the nation's sagging economy, Ford reiterated his ambitious·
because
this is· when I found out that the fine for running a red light on your bike
endeavor to reverse our present re.cessionary status.
·is Fl FTV DOLLARS (which is about half the price of my bike).
His blueprint .calls for a combination of a $15 billion tax cut-to
And the absurdity continued: what if I didn't sign the citation, would I have
boost the economy-with a series of tariffs and measures intended to been thrown in the clinker for running a red light on my bike.
They could pick off the two-wheelers on Stanford and Central like spoked flies.
increase the cost of using crude oil. The thinking behind this is, the
Needless to say I am seeing this one ou~.
imports and the use of petroleum would be discouraged.
Jeffrey Hudson
The fallacy within this rationale is that .Ford and the economic
advisors used the $11.5 billion tax cut in 1964 as a model formula.
DOONESBURY
·by
There's no qenying that the eutwotked then, but this is 1975 and the
equivalent of $11.5 billion today is about $26 billion, if you consider
COUt/J /Jlil..
the inflated economy.
·
·
Q4/)/ HJM!
A PRMK- C.WON, UNae
~lt5N5 OF tlt=G
7lfRI:lt611, IJ()!(e- Yc7{1 CAN
FI<PM IJNCl/5
Included in this tax cut pa~kage is the unhappy fact that our nation
SON?! lJO IT! SHAKE IT
I
1 PUKE!
Offli1A#t 5HI/Ke
will plummet into an incredible federal deficit: about $35 billion. And
IT OFF!
it's an undisputed fact that the already burgeoned Treasury wm have to
borrow heavily to pay off the government's bills.
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In his press conference yesterday President Ford refused to rule out
future Intervention into Vietnam on the part of the U.S. Ford said, "I
don't think it's appropriate for me to forecast any specific actions that
might be taken, I would simply say that any military action If taken
would only be taken following the action under our constitutional .and
legal procedures."
_
It may seem simple to Mr .. Ford but we doubt members of Congress
and the American people Will view it that way. After 10 years ,of war
and murder Ford's statement is unreal. He has already admitted his
shortcomings in foreign affairs and delegated the responsibility to
Henry Kissinger. So it is with the Secretary of State that partial blame
must go,
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War Revisited?

out .of a male or fem~le chauvinist, and
so on.

The Economy

The recent action by the Fine Arts faculty raising their
entrance requirements to a 2.5 gpa deserves study. The FA Dept.
appcat·s to be saying that only the better than average studm1t
may enter their program, This. view of education may violate the
responsibility of a state university to its citizens.
Many other questions also interest me. Do grades have any
value in education? Why do we have so many imposing bUildings
on campus but we can't hire enough faculty or put new books on
library shelves? And more.
I hope you, Reader, will share your views with me and with
·other people on campus. Education is to an individual as the sun,
rain, and soil are to a growing plant: only with proper
nourishment will we rise from winter's cold and see the light of a
new summer day. lam painfully aware that my thought~ are only
opinions, but I hope with the help of all to understand what is
Education.

Problems
Editor:
Problems arise. Some of the
problems are solved and some are
unsohted. One of the problems which is
vet to be solvedis the treatment of the .
me11tally ill in our society.
·
Even with all the research and
l!)(j)erimentation. that has been
accumulated over the past few Years,
we still have two major--obstacles that
we must overcome if we are to reallv
help the mentally ill. These •two
jbstacles are as follows:

1I Think of the mentally ill as a part
of our society rather than• as outcasts •
of our societY,
.
2 I We must increase ·public
awareness about the problems of the
mentally iii rather than regarding them
-as hopeless,
'
Once we overcome these ·two
obstacles the mentally ill will have.
more of a chance to become an active
part of our society.
George M. Coston
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malting ~Ill effort in this at·ca llccds of disabled persons.
because it is becoming evident
In addition to Dean Wnlker, the
across the coun Ll·y that more committe!! iltcludes Jo Ann
disabled pct·sons will be seeking Brown, 11 student; Juan
higher education in the future," Cundelal'ia, Specinl Services;
she said,
Tommy Holguin, student; Joe
The goals of Ute conunitlee will McKitt)lcy, Ultivcrsity .Planner;
be to coordinate and dissominatc · Eural Mitchell, Admis.~jons and
information regm·ding the sc1·vices 1\ecords Office~ Cliffm·d Morgan,
and facilities on campus; establish Guidnnce and CounsqJing
and recommend policies and bepartmen t.
procedures regarding ;wcas where
there may he hindrances to
Also, Frank Pnpcsy, therapeutic
disabled persons; research ways to
Physical Education; 1\ny Pool,
fund programs and l'cttovations Counseling; Bob Schulte, Housing;
necessary to implcmen t a positive,
Chl'is Silleroy, student; Heese
coordinlltcd program; investigate S111ith, Career Sat•viccs; Mary
Grace Ulibnl-ri, Student Hcaltlt
how to adequately define and
identify who is disabled; establish Center; John Whiteside, Student
priorities of funding and service; Al ds; Floyd Wlllium.~.. l'hysical
help sensitize tho campus to the PlanL.

"

Fiesta Committee mco(ing today Jn
Jtoom 231·0 of the SUD. Cnll the
ASUNM l't officl' for time.

'rh e l~rench newsp_apl•r is now
available jn the office of the Pep!, of
Modem Languages.
Thost' going on the Ski Club trip to
Purgatory·: The bus 'leaV(,'$ l"ridn)',. .hlu,
24-, at 4 ]>,m, trom in (r(Hl.t ()( Johnson
Gym,

5101 Lomas Blvd .• NE • Albuquurquf!, New Mnx1cu 87110

%

Women's solf•hclp group will be llcld
today from 2•4 p,m, ln Room 220 M
tile Student Jlcalth Center,
'

A rap session ou contracepUon and
scxuollty will he held Thursday from
2·4 p.m. In Jtoom 220 of the Student
Health Center.
i~

with coupon

WASH and WAX-Regular $3.20 Value

UNM Chess Club mcc!in" Thursday
Room 231·11 of the SUH M 7 p.m.

AJbc1, Boycott Committee meeting
today at 7:30 p;m. at Chicano Studies,
1915 Romn.

SCEC tncetin~ Thursday at 7:30
p.m. i11 Room 230.0 o( the SUD. Foz
more info. eall An~clla non nt
242-3248.
All students wishing to enter a
T('acl1cr Education P.rogram •. who llave
canted 26 credit hoiUS with at least a
2.0 arc requested to )llck up a
userecl1ing Packd" in the CollCJ!C of .
EducaUon. Deadline js J••cb. 7.

College of Arts and

Scien~s

will give the Communicative SkillS

Test, which is zcquircd of all
non ..cxcmpt stud"nts J)lnnnihg to enter
the College of A and S, Jan. 27 in the

KI.Vaat 6:30p.m;

Students who. do not t>lck UJ> their
UNM valldation labels lor ONllllds by
4 p.m. I•'rlday, Jan. 24, will )lc
dlsenrollcd. Validation labels are
aV~ilahlc Jn .Johnson Gym,

Persons with standard !ted Cross
catd!l:. You may· be eligible to teach
practicums (labs) for HcalUt Education
Classes In F'lrst Aid (HE 345 or HE
551)~
Lab instructurs will_ receive
credit. Contact the Health :Education
office at 277·2138 for morelnfo.
Tltc ·Student Vets Association will
bold its· lin;t tncethlg or the spring
$~rtJcster Friday • .Jan. 24, at 4 p.m .. in
Room 250-C of the SUB.
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The best minds in· the world will not
find a way ·for these powers to feed
· even their own surpl~s mouths and still ·
maintain ant:i•planetarv "national
defense"• systems. Alas, the "third
world" wants to get into the act, too.
Perhaps our nuclear "liberators" will
all. perish tOgether one day in a global
holocaust, becaUse there was no place
to hide.
Sincerely,
Clem Droz

·,~ .•
-~~-

trying to •'protect" you., an innocent

These six soveteign members of the
proliferating club, dedicated as they
are to the liberation of mankind, all
have beautiful ideals, but the way they
are going about trving to realize them,
as a law unto themselves, is sheer,
self·destructing madness. ·!They don't
want you to know or sw·that, and you
will be condemned If you do.)

Arise

---------

Either we will become one human
race, and. we will relegate the past to its
proper place, or sooner or later the
symbiotic combat forces of the USA
and the other members of the nuclear
terror society will be running amok
bystander on the plane't Earth, from
your .... enemies."· This paranoid,
well-armed, political clique could be
. symbolized at this stage by a cobra
·with siK · heads, each with nuclear
striking power.

Ford said he never made any promises, and with an anti-inflationary
• plan like. the new one, he must be as uncertain about it as we are. We
hope that by t!1is new approach to remedy the recession, which in our
eyes will never work, ~ord and his advisors may see more clearly the
real bugaboos of the national predicament and remove them.

An ad hoc committee to
coordhtatll · campus services and
probtrmns for disabled persons has
been appointed by Dr• Harold
,Lavender, vice president for
student nnd campus uffairs.
Janet M. Walke1', de:m of
studcmt.~ for housing, will chair
the committee, D1·. Lavender said.
Walker is advisor to ll newly
formed st\al en t organhmtion,
Disabled on Campus,
She said there is a "very renl
need fo~· the University to
fo.rmally explore and mcllt the
needs of disabled persons on
campus in a coordinuted way.
"The University should b!l

T.lu~

Garry Trudeau

Now, the only conclusion that can be drawn is that the Treasury will.
develop such a substantial amount of credit that the financial needs of
the corporations won't be met. This fn tutn will add to our nation's
supply of credit, causing inflation to begin another upward spiral.

Committee For Disabled Created
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THE UNDERGRADUATE
SEMINAR PROGRAM
J

There

are still

a few places left in some of

the 1 credit hour U.S.P. courses.
For· information and brochure come to the
Honors Center

(Humanities Bldg., ground level, west \Ying).
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EAST DALE
EASTOALE CENTER
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by G
· arry Trudeau

§...- Bookstore
"' (Continued from paqe 1)
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Chaos Greets Students

~ they do it very well. I'm not being critical and I don't want to
= complain." The two books Smith will be ru;ing in waching his classes

NMPIRG
.Problems
(Continucct from page 1)

Johnson said aU new employees are oriented to both machines and ·-Regents is-scheduled fQr February
bookstore policies. "When you have 1.8,000 people asking questions,
1 .. '
4 this Spring, including the "key, required text" "Urban Polities in. New they t1-y to answer them aU nnd don't always give out accurate
ln "gom~: through the student
o··l'lle:Kico" h.ad·not yet arrived. An invoice check by Johnson showed
information," pointing to the new information desks as the solution.
government process" PlRQ ·lost
'8 the books were ordered on November 19.
'One Stop Centers'
by a small margin in a student
~
Russian History 348 was not on the .shelves when junior history
When students atTive at the checkout counters they find them to be ·referendum calling for the
~ major Mia Fitzsimmons tried t.o find it, While she said the new
"onc·stop centers" wltere they can buy books with c.ithcr cash or refundable fee funding system.
~ booksto1·e'is "very nice" and shf; Hl!:es its convenience, there nre some
Coles attributed the defeat to a
charge them at the same point without going to llllOther place.
0 irritations, "The signs are so sm~ll it makes it a little difficult to find
Splitting the bookstore has worked well, "It's lik11 two stores," said Jack of student awareness nnd sllid
.!l the books you want." She said non-textbook items, are more costly
the brochures were a step toward
Johnson. "We keep the fine arts books wlU1 the brushes on one side,
· ~ than at other suppliers, "'l'his is the only place we can get the books
paper supplies in anoUter area, novelty goods in another and most of a reasonable studnet knowledge of
::;; but some things like Flair pens cost a lot moYe here than other
the ~oup. He added that another,
the textbooks m another."
~ places." Flair advertises their products for 49 cents. Students pay 59
similar referendum is planned for
Arts and Science books m·e shelved on one :ramp in alphabetical
cents in the bookstore. "1 haven't done any comparison shopping,"
the future,
order. 'l'rade books such as philosophy, best sellers, .:hildren 's books
- she said, "yet,"
.
·unofficial estimate was that
and
science
fietio•l
are
roughl)h(l&ll
tercd
in.
the
main
floor.
College
of
t;; Most students consider the bookstore layout improved, the service _ education, engineering, bnsincss and computer sciences flank the trade theAngroup
has ·thus far collected
: faster, and appreciate thoughtful details such as two information
$30
dollars
in voluntary fees and
books. Johnson said it takes about one day to put the boolql out on
~:>< booths, lockers, clear signs for self·help, niches for browsing, and the
that
PIRG is "pretty
Coles
said
the shelves after they are received.
.
orderly display of books and supplies.
·
much out of debt" with a deficit
save
about
50
per
cent
of
our
paper
costs
by
having
student~
"We,l
"It's bigger and the lines go faster," said Carol 'Ferraro, Elementary
their sacks (for carrying out books)," said Jacl<son. There is .a of "$100·$200 now as compared
Education senior. "1 really like the signs they've posted everywhere recycle
table in the top floor lobby where people may leave these sacks 1f to about $1000 last year."
telling you where to go when wou're looking for something you
Until funding is settled, Cples
they do not want them.
want."
;
_ ..
The bookstore wlll remain ope11 an cxtYa two hours on Monday and said' the group would "keep going'
Bill Brockett, sophomore psychology major said, "It's not as much
and "keep · sustaining"-hcading
of next weclc to accomodate working students frqm
Tuesday
of a hassle as before looking for books. There's plenty of aisle room. I
toward a "~eal PlRG next fall and
community college, as well as the general student body. Its normal
like the way they keep the books separated from the other junk like
full $calc in 1976."
arc
8
to
5
on
weekdays
and
9
to
l.
on
Saturday.
hours
'l'·shirts and cards."
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Better Organized?

Bldg,Code Violations Cited
d~awings of the planned changes would be necessary
By JOE MONAHAN
Citations fo~ building code violations may cost before the hall could be reopened.
The Firehouse's future is dependent upon the
the Firehouse Music TheaiYe between five and seven
landlord's decisio.n to finance the improvements.
thousand dollars,
Located at Bryn Mawr and Centl'al, The They asl>ed Hunglee Mnsic for a complete audit of ·
Firehouse was condemned by the city on Junuary 6. the theatre's income. Shoemaker said the landlords
Ron Shoemaker of Hunglee Music, which rents also discussed the possibility of H unglee signing a
Ute theatYe, .said he asked the city to inspect the three·ycar lease .on the building before they
building prior to it.~ opening on December 3 but no financed the renovation. The law firm of
one from the city showed up. Joe Della Lango from Rueckhouse & · Rueckhousc holds title to the
the city·Building Department said the Firehouse was building.
The hall will have to reduce its seating capacity
inspected for violations of the Uniform Building
Code because a complaint had been registered. The from 225 to 190 because of the building code
inspection division of the Bldg. Dept. said the ·regulations.
Before Hunglec music began operating the theatre
complaint was from "an anonymous caller."
it was rented by the Unification Church. The church
Shoemaker said an establishment on the same had the classification of "place of public assembly"
block as the Firehouse had threatened to sue the which requires the construction of bathrooms for
theatre if it did not quiet down the music. He.added the bnlldicapped. But no request was made by the
that the day after the threat the city inspector paid city for the bathrooms when the church occupied
Utem a visit and listed the ordinances they were the hall. Mr. Della Lango said enforcement of the
·
violating.
ordinance is mostly doni< on the basis of complaints.
The violations were: lack of facilities for the
The Firehouse will also have to construct a
handicapped, inadequate fire exits, and inadequate concrete ramp for .the usc of the handicapped. Once
. ·
exit lights.
Ute plans for the changes are submitted to the city
The major expense for the Firehouse will be the and approved, the Firehouse will be permitted to
installation of Ute bathrooms. Ron Peters of Ute open again.
architect firm of Bums and Peters, said the
Peters said the plans bave been completed ana
enforcement of the ordinance requiring facilities for -bids have been solicited from contractors to do the
the handicapped is not "unusual." Peters was hired necessary improvements.
by the Firehouse after they were informed that
The Firehouse celebrated their opening with a
~~
performance by jazz musician Charlie Lloyd. Harvey
Mandel, also a jazz m·tist, is scheduled for January
CHECK
29th. Shoemaker said "hopefully we will be open
OUR
rio th• Trick
by that time."
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PRICESI
FILM

1.32
Tri X' Pan 35 Exp

PAPER

13.48

S. W. Polycontrast F
100 SH.

RENTALS

7. 50 day

16mm Bolex

CAMERAS
Hasselblad

TOP CON

Bolex
CANON

AUDIO

Sony

SVPERSCOPE
FAST SPECIAL ORDER
SERVICE.
'

1832 LOMAS N.E.
"A MINUTE'S WALK
FROM CAMPUS", ....

There's more to
being an
Air Force Nurse
than being
a nurse.
First off, there's a special satisfaction you can
get when your skills and knowledge are
working for your country. Even the people you
meet off-duty ·will help make your nursing
career· more rewarding. Professionally and
socially, the Air Force will bring out the best in
you. For mote ihformation call:
Sgt. Don Poteat
2125 Wyoming Blvd. NE
Albuquerque, NM
766-2260 or 296·2345

or see 'him. at the Career Services Office oh
feb. 3

Bill Isenhower, junior Economics major, agreed. "It's much better
than before. Better organized. The way they keep the paper on one
side and books on the other so you don't have to wait in line if all you'
want to get is a notebook."
"It~s beautiful," said freshman Jc;ie Vertrees, speech
communications. "1 Jove it. I'm kind of paranoid about milling around
iq crowds like the 'Towering Inferno,' It seems to work. It's a nice
place to be in."
Senior history major Jim Moreau said, "The books are easier to find
the way they're set in these cabinets. I like the carpet."
Long lines have been shortened, The bookstore has 18 cash registers
now, double the number last semester. The book section alone has 15.
Over 60 people are employed, most of them full time. This avoids
spotty attendance and poor service by part·time student workers.
About 25 students, most of them used in receiving, work in the
bookstore, A 20·person class from TV! is helping to relieve the
pres.~ure of the semester .rush for the next week. "We hired the entire
class.'' Jackson said.
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:RED HOT PANTS!
:

Has Coordinates
Pants.& Jackets
ByLee·

~
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Rhodes Beauty Salon·

We love1o Sett Vou....
'

By the U • 1'110 s~

Cel"!tra! & University {ahnostJ
A1bliqlll!lrque, N.IYI. 87109

Kree "METHOD" Electrolysis
Removal of Undesired Hair
By Appointment Only

DISCOUrtT
PRICES!

COED & WELL FED

Located at the West End
Of the 2nd Floor in Rhodes

Phone ..• 294-1571

WHERE YOU CAN GET EVERYTHING!

The College Inn Is Coed
in both buildings, all floors

LANG'ELLS

awasaki of Alb.

ART SUPPLY

leave your car-no gas
no commuting, walk to class

**********************************
Grand Opening Feb.- 1

COMMERCIAL/ FINE ART SUPPLY
RUB-ON TRANSFER LETTERING
AIR BRUSHES/ SILK SCREEN/
SIGN SUPPLIES/POSTER BOARD
STENCILING MATEhiALS/CLAY/
WOOD CARVING TOOLS /CRAFT/
MACRAME/CANDLE SUPPLIES
DRAFTING SUPPLII:S AND PAPERS

Up to 90 miles per gallon on
a two wheel fun machine.
No ~edalling required

All The Food You Can Eat
No worry about food prices,
we do the. shopping and the dishes

Maid Service-Linens

FINE CUSTOM FRAMING

We do the cleaning and make your bed

METAL SECTION/PLASTIC FRAMES .

2510 CENTAALAVE •. 266·3211
ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM
3600 4th ST. N. W.
344·5002
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Paranoids Will Be Paranoids
"Big Brother and th~ Holding
Company: The World B~>hind
Watergate."
Edited by Steve Weissman
(~amparts Pressj$3,45)

*

--~·

* * VERA
By KARL
"Big Brother and the Holding
Comp&ny" is a collection of
essays by writers of the leftist
persuasion. Although hardl_y
sympathetic to Nixon. and the
pplitical system which gave rise to
his ilk, these writers share a trait
of Nixon's which could be the
p~ych ological diagnosis of his
reign: The Age of Paranoia.
Thll labyrinthine governmental
con~pitacies implicated
thr·oughout the book would
boggle the mind of a Byzantine
prin~o. Going as far b~ck as the
unt()5olvecl doubt.~ of the Kennedy
. assasination in Dallas, spys and
counterspys, secret ~gents and
pro vacate urs, mobsters a.nd
moneymen, are all linked in a
webbing of intrigue that includes
a po!isible highly involved scheme
behind the shooting of Wallace
and reaches an indescribable
dimension when Barboura freed
suggests that a diabolical plan
Johnny. Winter,
rocker from Beaumont, Texas, will be
of m~ssive proportion was
appearing at the Civic on January 30dl, On the same bill the
responsible for the plan'e crash
which killed Mrs. Dorothy Hunt.
James Cotton Band, led by Chicago-styled blues harp player, James
To add powerful mystery to
Cotton.
the conspiratorial evil, the secret
governme11tal gambits ~re named
with· their hisidious James Bond
titles: COINTELPRO, CREEP,
Operation Gemstone, and the
"Jouroey to the Centre of the
For "Journey to the Centre of infamous Huston Plan. Reading
Earth"
the Earth" Wal<cmnn mTanges it along, one expects any moment to
Rick Wakeman
so that a vocal narrative first sets lind eithet• Dr. No or Goldfingm·
(A&M/SP·3621)
the mood. David Hemmings' rich, revealed as the mastermind
famiJim·
theatrical voice works directing these agents of BAD.
*
'.BY JEFFREY HUDSON
well here. '£he music then goes on
Unfortunately Colson, Hunt,
The wondetful world of Rick to interpret the script, the slow H~ldcman, aild Liddy prove to be
Wakeman. The Keyboard descent and the rapid rise from excellent substitutes as this book's
Wonderkid. What a display of the centre of the earth.
compilation of essays go out or
virtuosity.
· .
Each cllapter·; of music which',·. thell· way·· to explain. There is
Fol' the packaging ot .his' Wakcmal1 arranges includes a something splendidly morbid
present concept 'piece Wnkeman ly1·ieal part 011 which he hos let a about delving into the lives of
has acquirecl the use of the couple of adoles<:cnt rock 'n roll Utese people. Of these left-wing
London Symphony. Not a bad voices maim nnd screech, much to writers it can be said, as Pynchon
choice being os the. London the chagrin of the listener, 'fhc put it in GRAVITY'S RAINBOW,
Symphony has been doing this main .rock 'n roller's voice tends. "Parano.ids are not pamnoids
sort of thing since the Moody to he off·kcy and out of pitch and becaulie they're paranoid, but
Blues' "Nights in White Satin." when l1e hat·monizes on a piece, because they keep putting
Next, he borrows the English the voices sound like the long th cmselves, fucking idiots,
Chomber Choir. This choice isn't dead "Move" group's harmonics. deliberately into paranoid
bad either, for the effect he wants Nothing worth noting.
situations." Rcscat·ching Nixon's
to a chi eve: a con temporary
friends, contributo•·s, and
classical piece, the merging of past
Wakeman works Well with an underworld connections, is
and future musical elements:' orchestra, bis classical training enough to make one speak in code
traditional choral voices with pays off. Now that he is no longer when talking to mom over the
mellotrons, moogs a11d electric with Yes he • can further his telephone.
.
keyboards.
explorations into classical rock.
For instance, it is no wonder
that a lot or Nixon's jm·gon
recorded on his tapes was strongly
redolent of mobster
chit·chat--,;ome of his best friends

is

Ex-Ye~ ffio(_l Turns Longhoir
* "'

'
•'

One can't jus~ g6 ahe&d and ~ay
Nixon p,urposeJy consorted with
crooks, however. There is a
difference between a shady dealer
carrying a snub·nosed revolver
under his armpit and a respectable
man of business who defrauds the
government and pays bribe money
to pt•esidential campaigns so th&t
Attomcy Generals will look the
other way. I guess you might say
one is crude while the other has
style. Nixon's supporters were
definitely fashion setters.
Take Lowell Bergman and
Maxwell Robach 's essay on C.
Arnholt Smith. A California
success legend in his own time, he
was one of the first to pave
Nixon's path to the White House
wiU1 gold. He gave $1 million to
Nixon's campaign in 68, and $3
million in 72. He certainly saw
something in the five o'clock
shadow and greasy banana. nose
that most people missed. Nixon
returned the favor when Smith, a
m:tjor stockholder in San Diego's
Yellow Cab Company, was
charged for bribing practically all'

ot' thll city council in exchange for
a large in<:reas!l in taxi fares,
David Stutz, 'an IRS spe<:ial
agent, accusecl Smith and his
vice•president o! concocting fal~e
corporate ta~ returns and
conspiracy to violate the Corrupt
Practices Act, Puring the t1'ial of
San Diego Mayor Curran, a Jetter
from John Dean came, ,invoking
"executive privilege" to stop
Stutz from testifying: Thanks,
Dick.
Later, as Nixon became
embroiled with Watergate
prosecution, Smith got his from
the SEC and the IRS and has been
on the defensive ever since.
You,! find these slimy sa<:ks of
manure and many, mmty more
detailed in thi& book, There is no
use in my going over the old
Watergate favorites; we know
them by heart, their moral
sensibilities make us shed ·a
sentimental tear for all of those
American attributes which will be
ban ali zed this centennial yeat·,
On the other hand, there are
some interesting facts, culled by
Gerth and presented in his essay,
which I will pass on, for they help
explain why the character
make·up for certain. "respectable
ml!n" in this countTy is extremely
questionable, suggesting that the
citizenry hegin to take a new view
on what qualities they admire in
people.. I speak primarily of
people who are lauded, like
Rockefeller, for being wealthy,
politically active (is. there
someone of m'odest income in
office who has power?), and
'philanthropically minded
(excellent PR gimmick, similar to
handing out candy on Christmas).
I think Henry James once
wrote something to the effect that
there was a murky treachery
lurking beneath the "Hi,. glad to
(Continued on page 9)
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: Will Nixon's mug grace collections such as this in the future? If
the writers of "Big Brother and the Holding Company" are.corf(!ct,
tfle answer is an obvious yes.
•

Paranoia Continues
(Continued .from page 8)
see ya, fell a," facade of exorbitant
wealth. Very few dollar-snatchers
·-;; ever attain large fortunes with
moral means. In order to elect or
appoint someone who is
eg.regiously endowed with
financial' assets one must
immediately question the etbics
of that person, especially if he or
she will be serving in public office.
There are good reasons for
being imme.diately suspect.
According to Gerth, "a i971 IRS
report disclosed that fully 85 per
cent of the nation's gnngsters have
investments in legitimate
businesses," and, as Donald
Cressy, consultant to the
presidential commission in

face. First of ail, let us admit that
this mono-mechanical sobriquet
describes a goal that is impossible
to achieve. No one gives birth to
.
oneself; we all depend upon
others. When those helpmates are
concealed under the title
"self·made'' something is
suspiciously awry; they are hidden
for a purpose which is not
necessarily in our interest.
Secondly, to even claim such an
egotistical honor, dubiou~ indeed,
is to say there arc more victims
than beneficiarie~ that lie in the
wake of this type' of person's push
to power, In fact, there are so
many skeletons which haunt the
self-made maniac after he gets
/.
vi ole·nce, concluded, ''The into office he must search out and
·" · penl;!'tr'ation' of business and' destroy those who remincl hi!ll or
government by organized crime the gh osUy disagreeable& he
has been so complete that it is no crushedOn the way up. Paranoid
longer possible to differentiate because he himself is wrapped in
'underworld' gangsters from deceit, he must project the School. For information, call
'upper-world' businessmen nnd criminal motive in others or else 277-5813..
government officials."
con tess his crimes.
When one looks back . upon
As "Big B.rother and·· the
Nixon's gnng, the term "self-made Holding Company" testifies, Endowme11ts: Feb. 15th is the
deadling for appli<:ations to the
man" always rears its plug·qgly Nixon's atch critics (the left)
National Endowment for the
write of conspiracy because they
Arts for grants. Information on
were once the conspirators in his
how to apply can be had by
eyes, and now they feel it is their
calling the NM Arts
c h a nee to reflect on how
Commission in Santa Fe,
frightened they werP of his fright:.
827·2061.
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NEW MEXICO

Presents

Richard Paul
as

W. C. Fields
in

W. C. FieldsSO Proof
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Live on Stage
tuesday, Jan. 28, 8:15pm
Tickets $6.00, $5.50, $5.00, $4.00, $3.00
UNM Students Y.2 Price
A
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JO~TY \VIN'fi1Jlt..,
and The James Cotton Ba(ld
Thursday, January 30, 1975
7•30 P.M. • Civic Auditorium
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A.uditions; :Auditions fot the
Albuquerque. Civic Chorus will
be held ev<ll:Y ~emnilling
Tuesday in Jruwary at the Fh·st
United Methodist Chu1·ch 01~
4.1h and Lead.
Film: Buster Keaton's '''l'hc
General'' will be shown this
Snturday at 10 am and noon at
the Guild. The Moving l'icturl.!s
Limit~d presentation carries a
$1.50 admission charge,
Film: "An American in Paris,"
starring Gene Kelly ancl Leslie
Caron, wlU be shown tonight at
.the SUB, 7 & 9:30pm.
Film: Thursday's SUB movie will
be the Japattcse "Woma11 in the
Dunes" playing at 7 & 9:80
pm, Admission is $1..
Film: Marlon Branclo stars in
''Last Tango in Paris," the
Bertolucci film which plays
Friday and Saturday • at the
SUB. Admission is $1 nnd

Get
better

•

loo~ng.

Republicans ·Go

:=.======================7===::;
r-•.."'!'••. --.The Curtural Program Committee

Bored IVa/ll is a calendar of
media and arts events published
weekly by the Lobo. Ifyo'u know
of events which should be
included bUt which a•·cn't, calJ :us
at 277·4202, We'd like to henr
from you,
Dl'ama: 'l'hc Classic.s Theatre will
present "MMbeth '' this Friday
and Saturday at 8:15 pm and
Sunday at 2:15 pn1. All
performances are slated for
P.opejoy and studen~ admission
is $1.
Comedy: Richard Paul appears in
"WC Fields-SO Pl'oof" this
coming Tuesday nt Popejoy
Hall.
R~:cita1: Victor Firlio will play
cello at Keller Hall beginning 8
pm on Saturday.
·'
Recital: Jane Snow and Jeanne
Grealish Will perform a faculty
reci.tal Sunday at 4 pm · in
Keller.
Recital: Organist Wes Selby will
perform at Keller at 8 pm on
Monday.
Exhibit: A new exhibit of
silverwork, santos nnd weaving
goes on clisplay today at the
Maxw111J Museum of
Anthropology. The. museum is
free and is open 9 am to 4 .Pm,
Monday through Friday; 10
am-4 pm on Saturday Bf!d
11:30 am·.5 pm Suhdays.
IVorllshop: "Government, Parents
and Child Care Centers:
Working Partners," a workshop
sponsored by the New Mexico
Women's Political Caucus, will
be held this Saturday from 9
am to 3 pm at the Law School.
For information, call 277·5818.
Endowments: F!lb. i5th is the
deadling for applications to the
National Endowment for the
Arts for grants. Information on
how to apply . can be ·/lad by
calling the NM Arts
Commission in Santa Fe,

~
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BOREDWALK

C'l

showings will be held at 7 & 10
pm.
Film: ~'he Ro~ey Theatre Film
Festival begins its scasol1 Ulis
Sutlduy with Orson Welles'
"The Trial," showing at 7 pm.
Film: 'l'he War Resisto!·'s Lcnguo
w i)l be s p .onsori ng two
presentations of two British
films this Monday. The films,
'' SRigotl: A Qu!lstion of
Torture" and "Victnmm Still
Amctic~'s Wur," will be shown
from l Lo 4 pm in Room 250
of the SUB and uguin at 7:80
pm in the Antlll'o Building.
TV: 'fhe l3entles' ''Help" will bl!
show!) Sunday morning at
12:30 nm on Channel 13.
TV: "World Hunger: Who Will
Survive?," a 90 mi.nutc
program, will be aired Monday
at 8 pm on Channel 5.
TV: "Boston Strat1glcr," starring
Tony Curtis, is scheduled ofor
Monday at 8 pm on Channel 7.
TV: "Play Misty For Me," a
violent movie guaranteed to
please those of you who still
consider Clint Eastwood a real
Wl' angler, will be shown
Monday at 7 pm on Channel 4.

Friday, January 31, 19.75
a:oo P.M. II Civic Auditorium

-Cold •••r f.lwaltabte~

. ltudent 4Dlscount lickets

ca•all. cat s.u.b. box office

Republicans prefer the music of
Elton John, Pjnk Floyd and The
Carpenters while Democrats like
Jethro 'TuB and the Rolling
Stones.
The Allman Brothers Band hos
the most liberal followmg; Alice ·
Cooper's fans are the most
conservative.
These are some conclusions of
John Orman, an Indiana U.
political. science· instructor who
surveyed college students to find
correlatives between political
·attitudes and rock music taste_s.

.

While They Last

Orman Used questions about
drug usage anp the Watergate
controversy os well as a "Word
Preference Test" to rate the fnns
of various entertainllrs. l"or•
example, Alice Cooper fans
earned their conservative label by .
expressing a belief in President
Nixon's innocence in Watergate
(in J"ay, 1973 when the .survey
was done). They also tended to be
light users of .illegal drugs. The
Cooper fans further gave
themselves away by "getting off"
on the word "police," rating it
highly on the 60-word preference
test. ·
-from National 0» Campus Repm·t
·~
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TEXAs STATE

OPTIC~

MENS
SHOP·

Ophthalmic Dispensers

4300 Central~ .ve. S.E.
in Albuquerque
Phune 268-2008

2120 Central SE
243-6954
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You can depend upon TSO to
fill your doctor's prescription
for glasses and contact lenses
to exact specifi'cations.
TSO will comfortably and
fashionably fit your glasses.
Also TSO provides adjust. ments, repairs and replacement of lenses and frames .
Convenient credit is availahie and TSO honors
BankAmericard and Master
Charge cards if preferred.
You'll like what you see at
TSO because at TSO we care
how you look at life.

~
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Sports

~

Basketball
Skiing .
Power lift

0

Student$ are reminded that t::i
their athletic cards must be· ~
validated if they want to 'attend ~
this weekend's basketball games o
against Ut.ah and Brigham Young. g'
The cards must be validated by -...
5:00 p.m. Friday in either the ~
athletic. buildin. g o.r. photo serv.ice.s. ~
Games for both nights begin at '<
7;35 with the women playing ~..:>
preliminary games at 5:15. The ~
doors will open at 5:0(),
...
~
en

Raquetbal~

·if

STAR~

Feb.3
Open
Feb.8
Feb.17
Feb.17
Mar.l7
Mar.17
Apr. 7
Apr. 7
Apr.· 7

Badminton
Handball
Bowling
Slow pitch
Tennis
Golf
InnerTube
•
Water polo
Apr. 8
Apr. 10
Apr. 14
Trac4: meet
Apr. 29
Mayl
May
3
.
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES: Archery; Flickerball;
Socce~;; Super Star.

.

'·

*•·*:~c.,•****
WOMEN'S SPRING SEMESTER ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITY
ENTRY DUE
START
Basketball
Jan. 28
Feb. 3
Feb. 12
Bowling
Feb. 5
Paddleball
·
Feb. 17
Feb. 24
Gymnastics
Feb. 26
Mar. 5
Softball
Apr. 2
Apr. 7
-·Super Stat .
·
· Apr. 14
· Apr. ~1

•••·******

CO-REC SPRING SEMESTER :ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITY
ENTRY DUE
START
Inner-tube
Feb~ 12
Feb. 19
water polo
Swimming
Mar. 5
Mar. 12
Golf
·
Apr. 3
Apr: 7
Archery
Apr. 10
Apr.17
Track&
Field
Apr. 29
May 3
Due to scheduling problems no late entries will be ·
allowed.~ · ·

z

·Remlnderf

MEN'S SPRING SEMESTER ACTIVITIES
ENTRY DUE MANAGER'S
MEETING
Jan. 28
Jan,30
Jan. 28
Jan. 30
Feb.4
Feb. 6
Feb.ll
Feb.l3
.• Feb.ll
Feb.13
Mar.ll
Mar.13
Mar.ll
Mar. 13
Apr.l
Apr. 3
Apr.l
Apr. 3
· Apr.l
Apr. 3

p

~

lntramurBis
ACTIVITY

~...

President Ferrel Heady receives first recreation J.D. tag from Bill DeGroot.

.

J-Gym.Afternoon,
Is It Worth
It?
.

By HAROLD SMITH
Yesterday, about one p.m.,
unable to cope with the return of
another semester, I lowered my
head and plodded through the
windswept mall headed for some
possible relaxation at Johnson
gym, that bastion of student
recreation. My only misgivings
about the venture was the fear of
even more bureaucracy (even
there in Mel Dan!els' old stomping
grounds) with Intramural
coordinator Bill DeGroot's new
ID tag $ystem.
The purpose of the new system,
DeGroot said was to quell the
invasion of juniot high and prep
students from overcrowding the
basketball courts available to the
exclusion of students and staff at
oUNM. l played in the gym last
ye!lr every Friday afternoon and
had not observed any problems or
heard any complaints concerning
the "outsiders," however,
DeGroot and those unfortunate

•
l.df/

p a ./t. o/J '
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The bizarre tale of a man
lll'ld <·aptivc wrth a woman
at the bottom of a sandpit
7:00

9:30

SATURDAY

The Royal Shakespeare
Company Production

7& 10pm.

'r~o

of '

Shelton
Baca
Hattox
Gonzale:
Brazas
M. Born
B. Born
Simoes
Howell
Kates
DQW
Miller

UNM Women's Three Game Basketball Stats
GM FG·A PCT.
FT·A PCT.
REB TP
1
5-5
1.000 2·2
1.000
3
12
3
15·35
.428 2-6
.333
7
32
3
12·33
.364
8·13
.615 15
32
3
8·34
.235 6·7
.857 12
22
3
6·15
.400 3·5
.600 17
15
3·16
,714
3
.191
5·7
25
ll
3
2·15
.133 3-9
.333 16 - 7
3
.200 0·3
2·10
.ooo 3 4
3
1•10
1;000
.100 2·2
2
4
3
1·6
.167
0·0
.000 . 1
2
.000. 10
3
0·3
.000 0·1
0
2
0·3
.000 0·0
.000
2
0

AVG,
12.0
10.7
10.7
7.3
5.0
3.7
2.3
1.3
1.3
0.7

o.o

.

0.0

Johnson Gym
(Continued (rom page 1 0)

said the much needed r~novation
would take place over Christmas
break. Looks nice. ·
But on that new surface were
several recreators busily pur-uing
and hacking their opponents in a
quickly set up game of Johnson
gym basketball, and not one of
them had an ID tag. 1 did not
understand that especially after
the LOBO's report on DeGroot's
decision. Right then, however, I
did not really care either.
I took off my shirt and
deposited my comb and keys on
the. floor n!JlfJ.tQ the neares!;. court
and entered a mental realm where
worries are nonexistent and
defense and an infrequent basket
become the entire universe. or
course, if one travels to this
fantasy land too often the grade
point average suffers.
" The guy I was guarding. was
quick, or at least he was quicker
than I atn. I'had a Lobo-like five
of 20 afternoon from the field.
The zippy little guy who I was
attempting to defend must have

• • •

scored a zillion on easy lay ups.
Anyway I had a good work out
and there was no hassle. On the
way out I asked Joe. at the
equipment check·out what had
happened to the publicized tag
system that was supposed to keep
the preppies out of Johnson. Joe
was .pretty•. busy. handing. ,out
towels and locker numbers to the
first day crop of P.E .. students. ·He
directed me up the stairwell to the
hideaway in tJ:.amural office of Bill
DeGroot.
DeGroot was not there, but the
secretary patiently explained to
me (almost as if she had done it
for others) that the tag system
does not begin until 3:30 p.m.
Because, she said, the problems
occurred when APS let .the kids
out to rampage.

I missed the whole thing.
Why do Ltell you Ulis? I don't
know, but Johnson gym and its
facilities are a good thing for the'
nonathletic, obese, scrawny, or
evAln .•.the. Linda .J!;s.tes~typ(),,UNM,
student.
Suggestion: Go before 3:30
p.m• .
P.R. announcement: Speaking
of Ms. Estes1 Ule number one
Billie Jean King fan in the nation,
said there are two Advanced
Tennis classes open because of a •
computer foul up, The courses are
145·001 and 145-003. They meet
on Monday and Wednesday at
12:30 and 2:20 p.rn •. respMtively
with two classes a week. ·

.,
•'

....

The Lobos enter conference
play this weekend when they take
on Colorndo State Friday and
Colorado SaturdaY at 5:15 in the
Arena,

,,

THE HOBBIT
,COFFEE HOUSE
Jntcrnntionul Coffee
Sandwiches and Deserts

OPEN STAG~
Tues. &Wed.

HARUEYmADDEL
AT THE FIREHOUSE MUSIC THEATRE

29rH&ufEB.L

GREATEST
THING IN A
BASKET!

"Life is a journey,

IUunite

ALBUQUERQUE GROWTH CENTER
Groups Cot!ples hldividuals

for more information call:
505·344-7523
3020 Rio Grande NW
AlbuquerqUe, N.M, 87107

TVVOSHOWS
&1030
wk nts &. sun $2.50 wk ends
ESSSS SPECJAL f!JOO!!l~
TWO SHOWDJSCOUNT$4~$5
limited seating.-.tickets only at
LUCHETTI DRUM and GUITAR.
B:z.o 5/IN MATE'D .Sf.,
HARVEY IJIADDEL
With
DOWNRIGHT AUGUST
.FIREHOUSE MUSIC THEATRE
3201
CENTRAL n.e. - - - - - - - - -------

Lambrusco

World's Largest Selling Italian Wine.
Italy's Gold Medal Winner. year after year, every year.

oll..ll .........._..,

TAX Returns
IProtesl;ionrarly
by

RED~WHITE

Bill Arnold

Tel277-3121

Women
Lose by 7

The UNM women's basketball
te;1m went to 0-3 on the scpson by
The ovenlll champion of the ·losing to the UniversitY of
two·day evcltt$ was UNM, first Nevada, 71·64 Monday it! Las
with 98 points, and Colorado Vegas.
College placing secolld with 93
points. Colorado State University
Chris Bacn scored 15 points
came in third with 67 points.
ngainst Nevada, but the big
surprise was Phyllis Shelton who
just moved up from the junior
Lobo
vn1·sHy. She chipped h1 12 poi11ts
hiLUng a ]le1·fect five from the
floor 011d two for two fl'Om the
free throw line.

Woerndle, Schar Ward, and Chris
Th<J next conference dates for
Wilson finished in a Ulree way tie thl! UNM ski team will be Jat1Uary
f<.>r fifth place in the men's 30·31 at Winter, Colorado and
downhill event for UNM. The February 1-2 at Copper Mountain.
women's downhill .race was won
by Katherine Campbell who
finished in ,first !>lace in thll
downhill, Tbe women's team
came ln second place with 10
points ill the downhill while the
Colorado College team placed ·
first. At the end of the first day
Colorado College collected an
overall 4,0 points with New
U.atnnlna January 201h, we will be
Mexico coming in second place
offering 7 new daUel In Ober<ralt
with 36.
lncludlnJ Introductory wea'lnl 1
On January 5, Steve Simasko of
rua weadng, contemporaey b_u.
Colorado College placed first in
ketry and · 3·dlmmalonol Ober
Ule · slalom, followed by UNM's
'construcdon1. A.ll ue tauaht bJ
prominent locol tu1hla, Enroll·
John Goan and George Woerndle
mont Ia llmltecl. Come In or call
placing second and third
243·0655 to .........
respectively. Katherine Campbell

The HOLLOW CROWN
An entertainment by & about the
Kings and Queens of England
Wednesday, Jan. 29 at 8:15pm
. Tickets $6.50, $6.00, $5.50, $4.50 & $3.50 ·
. UNM Stud~nts, Faculty, Staff~ Price ,

had n rcpea t performance by
wim\ing first place in the women 'fi
slalom event .. UNM's women's
team scored 12 points, ns
Colorado College placed second
with 6 point~:.

Sports

not a destin,ation."
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FRIDAY~

Sir Michael Redgrave

Daily

Gene Kelly, Ll,lslie

souls who work in the equipment
check-out room had said
something about ripped·off
basketballs. That seemed
plausible.
I entered the gym via its west
doors and was con.fronted by the
validation label tables, you know
those stickums that go on the
back of your ID cards. I lined up
behind this blonde in a Siberian
overcoat and proceeded. to got·
mine so I could check out a tag
myself and score an occasional
point.
Going down the foyer steps I
saw the· crowd at check-out and
automatically said, "Jesus Christ.
This is not going to work." I
walked down into the gym and
was staggered by the new floor, all
shiny, sanded down and
varnished, with bright black and
red and yellow stripes painted
criss·cross over ' the six courts.
Then I remembered DeGroot had
(Continued on page 11)

Presents

Skiers Falr Well

UNM. Men's 14 Game Baskl!tball Stats
By HOWARD PACE
GM FG·A
PCT.
PCT,
FT·A
REB TP AVG.
The
UNM ski team held its first
Hagins 14
86·182 .472
42·56 .750
173 214 15.2
conference
race of the season at
Pokorski 14
70·128 .. 546
49-70 .700
84 189 13.5
Telluride,
Colo.,
with the hosting
Toppert 13
54·123 .439
3()·34 .882
33 138 10.6
·
school
being
Colorado State
48-95 .505
King
14
48·58
.827
28 144 10.2
New
Mexico ski
University,
'l'he
Battle
12
35·84 .416
21-23
.913
33
91
7.5
team
tumed
in
performances
that
Patt!!rson11
27·55 .491
1-4
.250
26
55
5.0
were
good
enough
to
place
the
Cacy
13
25·50 .50()
14·23 .608
29 64 4.9
team
first
in
th~>
over;lll
standings
22·62 .355
D. Davis 14
15·26 .615
17
59 4.2
including several first place
Williarns 9
11"27 .407
6·11 .545
11
28
3.1
finishes
.
Koller 13
5·19 .263
10·13 .769 '
25
20
1.5
On
the
first day or the two day
6-15 .400
S. Davis 11
7·12 .!;i83
16. 17
1.5
event
(January
4·5), George
3-10 .3()0
Kruse
8
3-4
.750
11
9 1.1
Hudson 4·
0-0
.000
2·3
.667
1
2
0.5
Team
UNM
14 391·8Sl· .459 248·337 .735
581 1030 73,5
OPP
14 397-882 .450 180·27"2 .662
545 974 69.5
Turnovers: UNM 285, Opp; 265, Minutes play~d: Hpgins-468,
King-432, Pokorski-398, Toppert-319, Battlc-228, D.
Davls-199, Kolle!-155, C~cy-153, Patterso)t-150, S. Davis-111,
Williams-65, Kruse-40, Hudoon-10.

ROSE

Income Tax Consultant
For Appointment call:

The Italian "pop wir.ie"

292-2475

Serve chilled

-
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Tonight at 8:1S pm
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In Djuric Case
(Continued {rom page 3)

his research. There is no grand evil plan. Just a thousand cases of
human nature chajn-reacting through. the levels of the University.
· The only thing to do is reinstate Djutic and tell the engineers to
l(:!arn to live with r;;omeone who is different. The tension will always
be there. nnt no stronger than the tension in the sociology or history
departments.
Some of Djuric's encmioa wnt push for him to he fired. That is
what the)' wanted in the first place. But it would be hard to show
cause now. Heady and the Regents probably acted in good faitb as
humanitarians-it's just that they were misled and wrong.
Tbe NMERB has shot down the incompetency charges. Student
evaluations ~how that student comph!ints are the exception. Djpric
gets no more than any professor at UNM.

-------------------------------~----------------------------------------------DIOY'CLE SALE 10 percent oft on what VOLVO
CLASSICAL SIJAOLJN KUNG Fl)' .nnd

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: iQ¢ per wor~ per day with. a.
$1,00 per day minimum charge, or Q¢
per word per dny with n 60¢ per day
minimum charge Cor nda published flvo
or more. consecutive dBYII with no
refund.
Terms: PByment .must be mndo In full
prior to ·Insertion of advertisement.
Where: Marron Hall, rm; 132
M bJI mail
CIMslfied Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

.

1) PERSONALS

.,

HARVEY' MANDEL and DOWNRIGHT
AUGUST at the Firehouse Music
Theatre, January 29 thru li'eb•.2. 3201
Central NE,
·
1/3!
HOME NEEDED-mature !emnlc golden
retriever cross. Affectionate wntchdoll'.
266-8820.
1/22
SOIEJNTOLOGY - APPL1ED SCIENCE
can allow you nnd your mind absolute
!recdom. Why not go hear I Ask about
next Introductory lecture, 265-9646. 1/27
AUTUMN PEOPL.E nrc back -/at
KELLY'S OTHERSIDE.
1 31
TEXTBOOK SAVINGS I $ I Find o. buyer
!or your use<l books - n seller for the
ono you need - at the Doolt Swap, a
free service nt Newman Center',. 1816
Las LomM NE, tho northeMt corner ot
the campus,
1/24
APPEARING NIGHTLY, Ono Mile
Ahead. MlnnCI!ota Chubby's. 4100 Central SE, No Cover.
1/24
AGORA is n. UNM crl~l;-'center. Stalled
by student volunteers who. can help ,In
personal c.rlses and ho.ve nccCI!8 to 1n•
formntion nbout scrV(CCB nvnilable to
people In the Albuquerque nreo. Anyone
is welcome, NW Corner ot Mesa. VJsta,
1/16
277-30)3,
.
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You
have . frl<md!l who care at Birthright.
247-9819.
trn
GYPSY CANDLE Rl!lSTAURANT. Home
cooked food-EuroPean & Seafood. Com•
plete dinners, $2.96 & up. Noon & nltc.
Palm & psychic renders, 299-01-U. 1/27

2)

LOST & FOUND

REWARD, Miniature Doberman, black w/
brown morklngll, uncllpped eors. Rel!em•
bios Chihuahua•. Lost Sat., Lend & Ash
SE. 1601 Lend SE, Apt. D.
1/28
P'LEASE RETURN WALLET lost, In
Bookstore. Need desperately, 877·2418
Bfter 6:00. Initlnls CDT.
1/22
REWARD~ DRITANNY SPANIEL.._
white w/brown spots. Losb-stadlum
at'ell; 265-3276, 266·8007,
1/27
FOUND: TURQUOISE EARRING. to
claim, bring matching earring, 266·
3296.
•
1/27
ATTENTION STUDENTS I "Any student
who baa lost keys,. wallets, etc. on cam•
pus. The Campus Police would like you
to check their Found Deportment to
piek up your Jost articles. Please pick
l/4
them up ns soon as poesible.

3) SERVICES
'l'YPIST-EXPERIENCED. Will type your
papers, reports, dissertations, etc. Reasonable rntes. Contact: Glenda 296-9269
or Cnroltn 27'1-6347. .
1/28
6-STRING BANJO . LESSONS. Beginning, ndvanced •. Fralllng, clawhnmmer,
2 & 3 finger picking. American, Irish
fiddle tUnCB. 836-1877.
1/27
BELLY ~DANCING. The Ancient Art
Thnt Celebrates Womnn. A beautiful
wny to get in touch with your femnle
energy, We are oft'ering a varietY of
courses covering nil Mpects of belly
dancing; yoga, meditation. and .. bodY
awareness . techniques nre . included.
For more information, call. The . Blue
Hareem Belly Dancing School, 265·1967.
1/31
PHOTOGRAPHY
C:OU:RSE
forming,
How-to-do-it, taught by .art-oriented
]lrOfeSsiortal•. No . history, . chemistry or
esthetics; but all about camera . opera• .
tion, exposure, darkroom . prodtiC!tlon,
films and lenses. Dlnck-and-whitc em·
phnsized,_ One three-hoUr lecture weekly,
individualized instruction and hen\lY
J)ractlce .in excicllent . darkroom ncar
UNM. Discussions, critiques. field trips,
Absolute beginners welcome,. or inter•
mediate; Limited to ten very seriom
persons, starting aroUnd Feb. 8t.h. Filla
fast 1 so reserve a place now. Details:
A•Pnoto~apher, 265·2444.
. . . 2/il

Gittmc aml other. flnq bikes. WORLD
OllAMP10N BICYCLES, 2122 Coal
Place .SE, 843-9378.
·
tfn
1968 li'IAT 81i0 Sednn. Like new, rebuilt
Cllgine, 36 mpg, $895. Cnll 299.1fi37
nfter six.
l/27:
70 CHEVY' ;MAJ,JUU, 4 door, alltontntlc;
, .8 cylinder, 266·2908 after G.
1/28
CALCULATOR for sale:, Dig Frlden for
psych students, statisticians, anyone work.,
COPIES, lie EACH. Watermark Dond for
inK with many numbers. Fine condition.
thesCI!, disacrtatlona, fie en. 100 conies
$80, 266-2444.
1/22
11nme ·orf1dnal, $3.1i0. Xerox nnd IBM
SIC!
TOURING
&;
DACKP
ACKING
eqUIP·
copiers. .Dntaco, University & Lomas,
ment !rom tho )lrpfCBsionnls ot the
243-2841.
1/~~
Trull Jlnus-Snles,. rentals, 11ervicc, nnd
MED SCHOOL and J;AW nppllcntlons
cllniCB •. Since 1067, New Mexico's lendphotos, :LowCBt prices In town, yet good
ing ski touring center - Trail Hnus,
crnftsmnnshlp. Cull 265-2444 or come
1031 San Mateo'- SE, 266.9190.
1/23
to 1717 Girard Blvd NE,
2/fi
LEATHER & SUED.E• COATS & jucl(ets
CLASSICAL GUITAR INSTRUCTION.
hundreds w choo~c frqm 2·25 dollars
From UNM guitar major, Student ot
cnch. 'Eho Bend Shomnn, 400 San Felipe
!Hector Garcia. 266·2696.
1/30
NW. Open 10-G seven days a week. 20
percent off wlth this ad,
1/24
PASSPORT, IDEN'fiFICATJON .photos,
Lowest prices In toWIII. Fast, pleMing,
SKI RACER 'l .New Spalding Sldernls Near UNM. Call 266-2444 or come. to
207's: almost new Hexccls - 201i's. 24'1·
, 1717 Girard Dlvd .NE.
t.fn
2041.
1/24
RECY'CLED . BLU JEANS, Jn many
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Manuscripts,
colors, cordory pants, 2·6 dollnrs ench.
PaPers, thesis, etc. 60c per pnge. · 346Wooly warm ahirts & conts, 3-7 dollars
each. Special lamb's wool ;fur coats, 363288.
1/23
48 dollnrs while theY lnst. The Ben<l
PHOTOGRAPllY' cnthUJ!Insts, students I
Shuman, 20 perccn t off with this atl.
Custom
blnclt•nnd-whitc
processing,
1/24
printing. Fine-grain or push-procCI!slng
of film. Contn<:t sheets or custom proofs, ' 3 STANDARD RECONDITIONED portHigh . qun)jty . enlargements, mounting,
able tyJ1ewritc!rs, :Also cleaning and repairing, Pick-up and delivery. Cnll Smll·
etc. Advice, it 118kcd. Cnll 266-2444 or
come to 1717 Girard Dlvd. NE.
2/6
1/24
ey, Bob, or Dill. 296·0710.
WATERDEDS-complctl! systems starting HANDSOME GOLDEN RETRIEVER nt $Q9.91i. Wnter Trips, 3407 Central
Irish Setter pups. Checked, shots. $40,
across from Arblcs. 268·8466,
trn
883•9377.
1/24
SPEdiAL SILVER TUBING & turquoise
4) FORRENT
· choker kit •. Do It yoursclt, fun, elll!Y,
GARDENS-home growns better, cheaper
cheap. $7.60 enell. 20 percent olt with
-Irrigated by owner. 277·6813, 873this Ad. ThQ Dead Shnman, Old Town,
1131. .
1/31
open 10•7, 7 days a ytcek,
1/24
GOING HOME , •• Rent n Ryder Truck 19'11, 14'x68' LUXURY CAST.LE mobile
nnd move yoursclt ••• CHEAP, 766·
home. Well cnrc!d !or, Re£rhrcrated nlr,
1111. 10 percent orr on o'llc--wny movCll
washer, dryer, dlshwMber, disposal,
with this ad nnd student ID.
l/22
carpeted, two bedroom, two bnths.
·
Opm boimc 1-6 PM Wcdne!lday through
THE CITADEl• APARtMENTS _.. An
Sunday, Coronado Village 123 S98apnrtmcnt complex !or the young nnd
1431.
·
'
' 1/24
the yoUng at henrt. Rents start at $130,
Large swimming uool. Efficiencies & 1 SKI TOUR1NG AND BACKPACKING
bdrm avnilnblo, furnished or . unfurn- • SPECIALIST. The Wilderness Contre,
2421 San Pedro, 2(16·8113.
1/24
lshed, .Walking distance to UNM. 1620
University NE•.248•2494,
.
2/27 IF YOU ARE TAKING Anthropology 101
5) FOR SALE
& need Physical Anthropology by Los·
ker,Orl1dn of Man by Hewes, and/or
Race & Races by Goldsby. Call, for
SWIFT RESEAUCH MICROSCOPE. l•'our
prices lower than llookstDres, 299-1602,
objectives, vnrinbJc illuminator. Very
after 6:00 pm.
1/28
ronsonable, 298-3875,

! •.

Makers of-Hand Mode Indian Jewelry
OLD TOWN

& VOLKSWAGEN WORK, ,JteaJ!onnb1e PricCI!, Foreign Auto Service,
6121 Gihllon SE, 266-6124.
tfrl

WATER[JEDS complete I!Yatcma starting
at $69,96, Wntcr Trips, 3407 Central,
Across .from Arbie~. 268.8455.
tfn
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OV.ERSEAS JOUS-AustraliB,. Europe. S ~
America, A!ricn. Students . all profCS:.
· )lions and occupati<>ns $700 to $3000 ~
ll'IO!lthly. Expenq~s 1>ni!1, overtirnc, sight-- ~
sccmg,. Free . mt:onnntlon. 'l'RANS- 1-'
WORLD RESEARCH CQ,, Dept. A26, C.O
p,o, Box 603, Corte Madera, CA. 94925, -.1
1/30 Q1

7)

6l EMPLOYMENT

DON'T BE LEFT OUT In the cold.• Read
RACIAL AMERICA. nn indcpcnde'nt 110•
clallst ntllgazlne nvnilnble ot Living
Batch Book~tore on Central.
1/22

PAR'l'TIME JOD tor College Student, $90
weekly to start. 2fi8·4866 n!t11r 4 :OO pm.
1/23
STAGE COACH DltiVERS for llosa.'s
rough riders. High risk-low pay, Must
have Vnn and knowledge of Route !rom
cnmpll~ to Rosa's, 8 67• 69 76•
· l/ 27
PAR'r-TIME JOB, graduate students
only. ACternoons & evenings, Must be
nble to work Friday & Snturdny nights.
MUJ!t be over 21 yeors old. Apply In
person, no phone calla Jl]Cillle. Snvo Way
2/1
Liquor Store, 5704 · Lomlill NE.

8)

MISCELLANEOUS

TRAVEL

WANTED: OAllPOOI!ER-SF to ABQ
MWF, call 988-5668 or 982-8712. 1/28
'FLY YOU TO 't'HE MOON, Sec your
travel agent or call Rosa'll, .867-6976.
l/27
NEED RIDE to San Diego-San FrancJsco.
Call Betsey 242-0601 before noon, Will
sl)nre expenses.
1/24

Now, full scholarship assistance
for your junior and senior years,
plus cha,nce to become a leader in
the nuclear energy field.
Tuition. books and educational fees are all included
in this new NROTC Nuclear Propulsion Candidate
program. Along with $100 a month to help you with
your living expenses. And on top of that you have
an opportunity to build a rewarding career for yourself
in the·fast-growing nuclear energy field.
To (lualify. you must have completed one semester
each of calculus and physics. or two semesters
of 9atculus and have a B~ average or better.

Attitude Adiustment Hour

Depending upon your performance, you will be interviewed during yoursenioryearforthe Navy's Nuclear
Program and for training as a Navy Nuclear Officer:

Daily

If you can qualify for the demanding yet rewarding
nuclear field you can anticipate five years of employment as a regular Navy officer.

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thur.
4:30-6:.0.0

Forfull details on this new NROTC Nuclear Propulsion
Candidate program, phone or see your local Navy
recruiter.

Friday Afternoon. Special
Delicious Imported Cheese
And French Bread
For Your Pleasure

Be someone special i.n the Navy.

.3:00-6:00
.Keg Beer.and Taps

. CONTACT THE OFFICER PROGRAM'S OFFICER
NAVAL RECRUITING DISTRICT

available

P.. o. BOX 8667
Albuqoerque, NM 87108

1720 Central SE
242.:2151
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2Q PORTABLE TV's, $30-~60. 441 Wyo•
mlmr NE, 2G6-Iill87...
2/'l

.OKII'SOWN

0

(

nrc nlrcady the lowest PricCI! hi town on

Tal Chi Chunn. CIIUISCI! begin Feb. 4.
ChincSQ .Instructor. Sun-Moon . Circle
Studio, 3016 Central NE, 268·7023. 1/24
FOREIGN CARS - :however old or ex•
otic - expertly repBired by mec)lnnle
with 17 years' overseas expcrimcc, 247·
, 4987 evenings,
1/24
TU'fO:RlNG AVAILABLE for organic
llhemlstry 302. Call aCtor ll PM, 243.0829.
• 1/31

\

~

'The only concrete things that stand are Djurjc's l~s-than-average
academic load and his !iery letters to administrators,
The letters arc protected by the first. amendment, an ideal that
Universities are supposed to take at least half serioulilY~ The
academic load question is the result of a misunderstanding. If Djuric
were credited for his research like the other EE professors are he'd
be officially pulling the same teaching load. ·
.
With a new dean o! engineering and enough time past to quell
some hard feelings there is finally .at'). opportunity to sit down and
work out the problems.
lt will be a hard decision to reinstate Djuric. It means admitting
that an entire university can be wrong. Heady has drawn a lot of
criticism for not being a tough-guy administrator or a politician like
Torn Popejoy. :But he has shown an admini$trative grace. for
admitting mistakes that sometimes seems more in line with the ideals
of a university.
He has another chance now to try it out.

